IN~~DucTIoN
Let the random matrices X :pxm and S:p xp be independently distributed as NP,&, X@ Z,) and FVJn, ,3') (n 2 p), respectively. This is the canonical form of the multivariate linear model. Assuming that X is positive definite, we consider the problem of obtaining confidence interval for 1,221 based on (X, S).
The above problem is invariant under the following group of transformations (X, S) + (AX+ 3, ASA') (P, J4 -+ (4 + 4 A-='), ( Cohen [2] showed that the above interval estimator, when p = 1, is inadmissible with respect to the class of all interval estimators based on the minimal sufficient statistic (X, S). This inadmissibility was proved by showing that there exist other interval estimators based on (X, S) with the same (expected) length, but with the probability of coverage uniformly (in (p, E)) greater than b. This is an analog of Stein's [ 12) result on inadmissibility of the best equivariant estimator of the variance for interval estimation. Sinha and Ghosh [ 111, Sinha [lo] , and Shorrock and Zidek [9] have considered the problem of point estimation of It;( and extended Stein's result. In this paper, we provide an extension of Cohen's work for the problem of interval estimation of IzI.
The shortest length invariant confidence interval is obtained in Section 3. Some properties of f&x), which provide generalizations of the corresponding results known for p = 1, are needed for this purpose. These properties are proved in Section 2. Section 3 also contains the result of inadmissibility of the shortest length invariant confidence interval. The existence of improved confidence intervals is proved following the line of arguments used by Cohen [2] . For this, we have to generalize the inequality, used by Cohen, related to the monotone likelihood ratio property of noncentral chi-square distribution. This generalization is also given in Section 2. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 4. In this section, we prove an inequality of the noncentral distribution function of ni=, ci(A), which generalizes an inequality, used by Cohen [2] , related to the monotone likelihood ratio property of noncentral chi-square distribution. To this end, we first need the following supporting lemma that gives a representation of n:= 1 c,(A) in terms of independent chi-square random variables.
Suppose that /i is of rank t ( <s = min(p, v)). Let C,(A) denote the zonal polynomial of /1 corresponding to the partition K = (rci, . . . . IC,) of the integer k > 0 in terms of the integers rcl > ... 2 K, > 0. This is a homogeneous symmetric polynomial in the characteristic roots of n and is known to be nonnegative because n is nonnegative definite. It is also known that (tr A)"= C C,(A), {K:ll4=kl (2.1) where ll~ll = Cf=, rci. See Muirhead [8] for the above-mentioned and other properties of zonal polynomial.
Using the notation xi for a chi-square random variable with n degree of freedom, we now have the following lemma. We use the notation F s, y + p _ Jx, A) for the distribution function of (2.2), and write F,, y +p--s(x, 0) simply as F,, V+p--s(x). Because of Lemma 2.1, F s, y + p--s(x, IC) can be written in terms of the distribution function,
We are now ready to prove the inequality of Fz, V+p--s(x, A) mentioned at the beginning of this section. The proof of this inequality relies on the basic composition theorem of totally positive functions [6] .
for any x < x' and A.
Proof.
We will prove this lemma when s = p. The proof for the case s = v is similar.
To avoid notational complications, we suppress the second subscript v in F and H. Let us write rc = (rcr , . . . . rep) with K, + r = . . . = rep = 0. Let h,(x, K) denote the density of H,(x, K). We first prove that h,(x, rc) is totally positive of order 2 (TP,) in (x, rci), for fixed (rcr, . . . . rci-r, rci+r, . . . . rep), for each i. The proof is given for i= 1; similar arguments hold for other i. For this, we use the recurrence relation where g(x, v) is the density of xf. Note that g(x/t, v) is TP, in (x, t). Hence, from the basic composition theorem, h,(x, or, . . . . rep) is TP, in (x, icr), for fixed (icz, . . . . IQ,), provided hp-,(f, tcl ,..., K~-~) is so in (t, K,). Since, h,(t, K~), which is same as g(t, v + 2~,), is TP2 in (t, K~), the required TP, property of h,(x, K) in (t, K~) is true for p = 2. This result, for general p, then follows by induction.
The above result implies that h&Ax, K) h/w, Jo 2 h,(x, K') h#, K), (2.8) for any x <x', IC < K' (i.e., ici < ICY for all i with strict inequality for at least one i). Let 4(x, y) = 1 if x 2 y, and =0 if x < y. It can be checked that 4(x, y) is TP, in (x, y). Hence, applying the basic composition theorem, we see that f&(x, K)= j 4(x, 11 h&, 1~) dt (2.9) satisfies the inequality (2.8) for x < x', K < K'. In particular, we have ffp(x, 0) fqx', Jc) 2 f&(x', 0) Hp(x, fc), (2.10)
for any K > 0. The lemma, when s = p, then follows by taking expectations of both sides of (2.10) with respect to K and using (2.5).
We now present some properties of the central distribution of the generalized variance. It is assumed that p < v. Let fp,Jx) denote the density of F,,,(x), the central distribution function of IAl. We first have the following result. It is easy to check that supj-,,,(x/t)t-' = Mx-' f for some finite M and all x. Hence, (2.14) c Mx-' which -+ 0 as x + co.
We now prove (2.13) when x + 0. This result is known to be true when p = 1. To prove this for p 2 2, we use the recurrence relation Repeating this argument and observing that s 03 0 t-(y-p+')'2f,,v(~) dt < co when p > 2, we get the required result. Thus the lemma is proved.
The above lemma is now used to prove a property of fP," which is also useful in the next section. for any real a > 0. Note that fi,V--p+ I(x/t) t -' is totally positive of order co [6, p. 163. Hence, using the notation S-(f) for the number of sign changes in f, we see, using Theorem 3.1 of Karlin [6, p. 211 , that
Repeating this argument and observing that S-(fJx)-a*)<2, for any a* > 0, with the sign sequence being -, +, -in case of equality, we finally obtain that S-(f,,,(x)-a)<2
with the sign sequence being -, +, -in case of equality. Because of Lemma 2.4, it is not possible that S-(&,(x) -a) = 1. Hence, the lemma follows.
THE SHORTEST LENGTH INVARIANT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND ITS INADMISSIBILITY
The expected length of an invariant confidence interval of the form (1. where c~,~ = E ISI, and the last equality in (3.1) follows from Remark 2.2. Equating (3.1) to 0, we obtain (1.5), which gives a necessary condition for 1, satisfying (1.4), to be the shortest. The following theorem shows that it is also sufficient. Proof We drop the subscript p in fp,n and Fp," for convenience. The theorem will be proved if we can show that there exists an a, satisfying 0 <F,(Q) < 1 -/? such that dl/da=O when a= a,, and d//da GO or > 0 depending on whether a 6 a, or a > a,,. To this end, first note that, for any a < b satisfying (1.4), (a)-fn+4(b) =fn+&)-.L+dF;l(B + F,(a)), (3.2) where F;' is the inverse of F,,. Note that in (3.2), F"(a)E (0, 1 -B). Lemma 2.5 says that, as ZJ increases from 0 to 1, fn+4(F;1(u)) initially increases from 0 and then decreases to 0. Since fn+4(F; '(p + u)), for fixed /?, is just a shift (to the left) in the location of fn+4(F;1(u)), there exists a unique ZQ,E (0, 1 -fl) such that tj(F;'(u,))=O and $(F;'(u)),<O or > 0 depending on whether u E (0, uO) or E (u,, 1 -p). The desired value of a,, mentioned above is then F;'(u,).
IL(a) =L+4
The theorem thus follows.
Because of the complicated nature of the exact form of f&x) for p > 2, the exact computation of a < b from (1.4) and (1.5) for these values of p becomes difficult. Hoe1 [4] suggested that fP,Jx) is approximately (3.3) where f, = fl,r and
which is, of course, exact for p = 1 and p = 2. See also Anderson [ 1, p. 2651. As checked empirically by Gnanadesikan and Gupta [3] , this approximation is still good for p = 3. The accuracy, however, decreases as p increases. We, therefore, suggest using (3.3) for p < 3. For such p, the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) determining a, b reduce, respectively, to and f r+2(1+p)(a*)=fr+2(1+p,(b*), (3.4) where a* = ya 'lp, b* = ybllP. For p > 3, it is better to use the following normal approximation for ISI (with IZ( = 1) approximately, log ISI N N(fI, C?), (3.6) where ii= (log a-0)/~, ??= (log b--0)/a, and Q(x) and 4(x) are, respectively, the distribution and density functions of N(0, 1).
We now show that (1.3) is inadmissible with respect to the class of interval estimators based on (A', S). This is proved by showing that there exist other interval estimators based on (X, S) with the same expected length, but with the confidence coefficient greater than j for all possible parameter values. The existence of improved confidence intervals is shown by using suitable multivariate extension of Cohen's [2] arguments in the univariate case. Let for all E, U'(E) > 0, u(l)=u. (3.9) The expected length of J* is same as that of J for all E and k. The following theorem shows that, for a fixed choice of the function U(E) and the constant k, the confidence coefficient of J* is greater than j? uniformly in (p, Z) for some E. The confidence coefficient of (3.8) is X(E, k) = P)jCj E J*, U< k) + P( ICI E J*, U> k). When E = 1, the left-hand side of (3.14) is equal to which is >O by virtue of (1.5). Let 1 + 6 be the first solution > 1 of the equation in E obtained by equating the left-hand side of (3.14) to 0. Then, by continuity, (3.12) >O for all EE [l, 1 + S] and Q. Thus, the theorem follows because n( 1, k) = /?.
If there exists no E > 1 for which the left-hand side of (3.14) is zero, then (3.12) is always > 0. Hence, in such a situation, J* corresponding to any E > 1 will provide an improvement of J. It is to be further noted that the basic idea of constructing improved confidence intervals given in Cohen [2] has been presented here in a slightly more general form. Cohen has assumed that ~(E)=uE.
For this form of a(~) and p= 1, the class of improved interval estimators in Theorem 3.2 will coincide with that given by Cohen. A stronger version of the above theorem, providing a generalization of Theorem 4.2 of Cohen [2] , can be obtained. This theorem, given in the following without proof, follows by using multivariate extension of the same argument as used by Cohen. In extending Cohen's [2] work to the multivariate case, although importance has been given here to the theoretical side, one could, however, compute, like Table 1 of Cohen, values of (E, k) giving maximum improvements in using J* for different choice of p and a(E). Computation of a, b, and 6, needed to calculate (E, k), can be carried out exactly for p < 2. For p > 2, we would use the approximations of fp,Jx) discussed in the preceding section. Murdock and Williford [8] where n and h are nonnegative integers, and solved these for (a, b) for h = 0, 2, 4 and several values of n. The conditions in (4.1) for h = 0, 2, 3, 4 correspond to certain types of optimum confidence interval for the normal variance. If one uses (3.3) for fpJx), an algorithm similar to that used by these authors can also be employed to solve the conditions in (3.4), which are of the same form as those in (4.1).
